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Title (Incl. Subtitle): Calculation of Wing Bending Moments and Tail Loads Resulting from the Jettison of Wing Tips During a Symmetrical Pull-Up
Author: Boshar, John
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SL7K18
Document ID (CASI): 20050028495
Publication Date: December 11, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Free-Spinning-Tunnel Tests of a 1/24-Scale Model of the McDonnell XP-88 Airplane with a VEE Tail
Author: Berman, Theodore
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7J23
Document ID (CASI): 20050019318
Publication Date: November 28, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Author: Bennett, Charles V.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7J17
Document ID (CASI): 20050019246
Publication Date: November 17, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Number of Modified NACA Four-Digit-Series Airfoil Sections
Author: Loftin, Laurence K., Jr.; Cohen, Kenneth G.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7I22
Document ID (CASI): 20050080677
Publication Date: 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
Title: Stability and Control Characteristics of a 1/10-Scale Model of the McDonnell XP-85 Airplane While Attached to the Trapeze
Author: Johnson, Joseph L.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7J16
Document ID (CASI): 20050019306
Publication Date: November 17, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title: Supplementary Data on Airspeeds and Mach Numbers Attained by Lockheed Constellation Airplanes in Transcontinental Operations
Author: Steiner, Roy
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7F25
Document ID (CASI): 20050019394
Publication Date: October 10, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title: Free-Spinning-Tunnel Tests of a 1/16-Scale Model of the Chance Vought XF5U-1 Airplane, TED No. NACA 2349
Author: White, Richard P.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7I23
Document ID (CASI): 20050019312
Publication Date: October 17, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title: Tests of Cascades of Airfoils for Retarded Flow
Author: Shimoyama, Yoshinori
Report Number: NACA-TM-1190
Document ID (CASI): 20050019495
Publication Date: October 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title: The Turbulent Flow in Diffusers of Small Divergence Angle
Author: Gourzhienko, G. A.
Author Affil.: Tsentralni Aerogidrodinamicheskii Inst.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1137
Document ID (CASI): 20050019433
Publication Date: October 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title: An Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of an 0.08-Scale Model of the Chance Vought XF7U-1 Airplane in the Langley High-Speed 7- by 10-Foot Tunnel
Title: Number of Part: Part V
Title: Name of Part: Wing-Alone Tests and Effect of Modifications to the Vertical Fins, Speed Brakes, and Fuselage, TED No. NACA DE308
Author: Kuhri, Richard E.; Myers, Boyd C., II
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7J09
Document ID (CASI): 20050019359
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Supersonic Wave Drag of Sweptback Tapered Wings at Zero Lift
Author: Margolis, Kenneth
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7H12
Document ID (CASI): 20050080700
Publication Date: 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Stability of Plates and Shells Beyond the Proportional Limit
Author: Ilyushin, A. A.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1116
Document ID (CASI): 20050019421
Publication Date: October 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Measurements of Atmospheric Turbulence on Seattle-Alaska Airways
Author: Funk, Jack
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7I25
Document ID (CASI): 20050019299
Publication Date: October 21, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Some Tests and Calculations Pertaining to the Dive Path and to Wing and Tail
Loads in the Accident to Eastern Airlines C54B Airplane, NC-88814, Near Bainbridge, Maryland, May
30, 1947
Author: Rhode, Richard V.; Stokke, Allen R.; Rogin, Leo
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.; National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.; National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7I12
Document ID (CASI): 20050019317
Publication Date: October 22, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Development of Outboard Nacelle for the XB-36 Airplane
Author: Nuber, Robert J.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7G25
Document ID (CASI): 20050019239
Publication Date: October 31, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Investigation of the Operating Properties of the Leakage Current Anemometer
Author: Fucks, Wilhelm
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number: NACA-TM-1178
Document ID (CASI): 20050031133
Publication Date: October 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Supplementary Free-Spinning-Tunnel Tests of a 1/16-Scale Model of the McDonnell XB-85 Airplane Equipped with a Conventional-Tail Arrangement
Author: Klinar, Walter J.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-I7111
Document ID (CASI): 20050019298
Publication Date: October 13, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Coefficient of Friction, Oil Flow and Heat Balance of a Full-Journal Bearing
Author: Orloff, P. I.
Author Affil.: NASA
Accession Number: 96X71102
Report Number: AD-B204941; NACA-TM-1165; NASA-TM-111363; NAS 1.15:111363
Document ID (CASI): 19960022662
Publication Date: Oct. 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Calculations and Experimental Investigations on the Feed-Power Requirement of Airplanes with Boundary-Layer Control
Author: Krueger, W.
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number: NACA-TM-1167
Document ID (CASI): 20050019582
Publication Date: September 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Investigation of the Performance of the Thermal Ice-Prevention System Installed in a Douglas BTD-1 Airplane (TED No. NACA 2502)
Author: Jukoff, David; Look, Bonne C.
Report Number: NACA-RM-A7122
Document ID (CASI): 20090026349
Publication Date: September 25, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Preliminary Investigation of Over-all Performance of Experimental Turbojet Engine for Guided Missile
Author: Eustis, Robert H.; Berkey, William E.
Report Number: NACA-RM-E7122
Document ID (CASI): 20090025472
Publication Date: September 22, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Russian Laminar Flow Airfoils 3rd Part: Measurements on the Profile No. 2315 BIS with Ava-Nose Flap
Author: Riegels, F.
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number: NACA-TM-1127
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Longitudinal Stability and Control Characteristics of a Semispan Model of the XF7U-1 Tailless Airplane at Transonic Speeds by the NACA Wing-Flow Method, TED No. NACA DE307
Author: Sawyer, Richard H.; Trant, James P., Jr.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7I08
Document ID (CASI): 20050019378
Publication Date: September 29, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Subject Headings for Index of NACA Publications
Document ID (CASI): 20090004624
Publication Date: September 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Concerning the Velocity of Evaporation of Small Droplets in a Gas Atmosphere
Author: Fuchs, N.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1160
Document ID (CASI): 20050019647
Publication Date: August 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Equations for Adiabatic but Rotational Steady Gas Flows without Friction
Author: Schaefer, Manfred
Author Affil.: Technische Hochschule
Report Number: NACA-TM-1187; Rept-44/1
Document ID (CASI): 20050031086
Publication Date: August 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Wind-Tunnel Tests of a 1/8-Scale Powered Model of the XTB3F-1 Airplane, TED No. NACA 2382
Author: McKee, John W.; Vogler, Raymond D.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7G17
Document ID (CASI): 20050019236
Publication Date: August 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Lift and Drag of Wings with Small Span
Author: Weinig, F.
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number: NACA-TM-1151
Document ID (CASI): 20050019625
Publication Date: August 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Effects of Variations in Forebody and Afterbody Dead Rise on the Resistance and Spray Characteristics of the 22ADR Class VPB Airplane: Langley Tank Model 207, TED No. NACA 2361
Author: Clement, Eugene P.; Daniels, Charles J.
Title (Incl. Subtitle): An Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of an 0.08-Scale Model of the Chance Vought XF7U-1 Airplane in the Langley High-Speed 7- by 10-Foot Tunnel
Title: Number of Part: Part 4
Title: Name of Part: Aileron Characteristics, TED No. NACA DE308
Author: Goodson, Kenneth W.; Myers, Boyd C., II
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7H22-Pt-4
Document ID (CASI): 20050019411
Publication Date: August 22, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Investigation of the Loads on a Conventional Front and Rear Sliding Canopy
Author: Dexter, Howard E.; Rickey, Edward A.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7D04
Document ID (CASI): 20050019399
Publication Date: July 09, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): On the Theory of the Unsteady Motion of an Airfoil
Author: Sedov, L. I.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1156
Document ID (CASI): 20050028477
Publication Date: July 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): A Time History of Control Operation of a C-54 Airplane in Blind Landing Approaches
Author: Talmage, Donald B.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7F20
Document ID (CASI): 20050019332
Publication Date: July 18, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Report on Rocket Power Plants Based on T-Substance
Author: Walter, Hellmuth
Author Affil.: Deutsche Akademie der Luftfahrtforschung
Report Number: NACA-TM-1170
Document ID (CASI): 20050019545
Publication Date: July 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Laboratory Report on the Investigation of the Flow around Two Turbine-Blade Profiles using the Interferometer Method  
Author: von Vietinghoff-Scheel, K.  
Author Affil.: Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt Hermann Goering  
Report Number: NACA-TM-1171  
Document ID (CASI): 20050019546  
Publication Date: July 1947  
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Author: Gardner, John J.  
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.  
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7D10  
Document ID (CASI): 20050019331  
Publication Date: July 16, 1947  
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Test Report on Measurements on a Series of Tapered Wings of Small Aspect Ratio (Trapezoidal Wing with Fuselage)  
Author: Lange; Wacke  
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen; Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen  
Report Number: NACA-TM-1129  
Document ID (CASI): 20050019621  
Publication Date: July 1947  
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): An Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of an 0.08-Scale Model of the Chance Vought XF7U-1 Airplane in the Langley High-Speed 7- by 10-Foot Tunnel  
Title: Number of Part: Part 1  
Title: Name of Part: Basic Longitudinal Stability Characteristics, TED No. NASA DE308  
Author: Kemp, William B., Jr.; Kuhn, Richard E.; Goodson, Kenneth W.  
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7G08-Pt-1  
Document ID (CASI): 20050019437  
Publication Date: July 18, 1947  
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Pressurized-Distribution Measurements on Unyawed Swept-Back Wings  
Author: Jacobs, W.  
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen  
Report Number: NACA-TM-1164  
Document ID (CASI): 20050028376  
Publication Date: July 1947  
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Tuft Studies of the Flow over a Wing at Four Angles of Sweep  
Author: Hieser, Gerald  
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Six-component measurements on a straight and a 35 degree swept-back trapezoidal wing with and without split flaps
Author: Theil, G.; Weissinger, F.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1107
Document ID (CASI): 20050240951
Publication Date: June 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Some Aerodynamics Relations for an Airfoil in Oblique Flow
Author: Ringleb, F.
Author Affil.: Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number: NACA-TM-1158
Document ID (CASI): 20050019675
Publication Date: June 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Calibration and Measurement in Turbulence Research by the Hot-Wire Method
Author: Kovasznay, Kaszlo
Report Number: NACA-TM-1130
Document ID (CASI): 20050019435
Publication Date: June 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Wind-Tunnel Tests of a 0.182-Scale Model of an F4U-1 Airplane with External Stores
Author: Silvers, H. Norman; Spreemann, Kenneth P.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SL7E20
Document ID (CASI): 20090022392
Publication Date: June 05, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Effect of Slot-Entry Skirt Extensions on Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Wing Section of the XB-36 Airplane Equipped with a Double Slotted Flap
Author: Cahill, Jones F.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7A29
Document ID (CASI): 20050019448
Publication Date: June 30, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Free-Spinning Tunnel Tests of a 1/24-Scale Model of the Grumman XTB3F-1 Airplane, TED No. NACA DE304
Author: Berman, Theodore
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7E19
Document ID (CASI): 20050019395
Publication Date: May 09, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Fundamental of the Control of Gas-Turbine Power Plants for Aircraft
Title: Number of Part:  Part 3
Title: Name of Part:  Control of Jet Engines
Author:  Kuehl, H.
Author Affil.:  Zentrale fuer Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen
Report Number:  NACA-TM-1166-Pt-3
Document ID (CASI):  20050028380
Publication Date:  May 1947
Authorized Users:  NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Spin and Recovery Characteristics of the Curtiss-Wright XP-87 Airplane
Author:  Berman, Theodore
Author Affil.:  National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number:  NACA-RM-L7F02
Document ID (CASI):  20050019623
Publication Date:  May 26, 1947
Authorized Users:  NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): The Effectiveness at High Speeds of a 20-Percent-chord Plain Trailing-edge Flap on the NACA 65-210 Airfoil Section
Author:  Stivers, Louis S., Jr.
Author Affil.:  National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Ames Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number:  NACA-RM-SA7A17
Document ID (CASI):  20090025473
Publication Date:  May 06, 1947
Authorized Users:  NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Air-Stream Surveys in the Vicinity of the Tail of a 1/8.33-Scale Powered Model of the Republic XF-12 Airplane
Author:  Foster, Gerald V.
Author Affil.:  National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number:  NACA-RM-L7D09
Document ID (CASI):  20050019335
Publication Date:  April 08, 1947
Authorized Users:  NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Correlation of the Trim Limits of Stability Obtained for a PB2Y-3 Flying Boat and a 1/8-Size Powered Dynamic Model
Author:  Garrison, Charlie C.; Hacskaylo, Andrew
Report Number:  NACA-RM-L7C04
Document ID (CASI):  20050031172
Publication Date:  April 22, 1947
Authorized Users:  NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Vibration Survey of Blades in 19XB Axial-Flow Compressor
Title: Number of Part:  2
Title: Name of Part:  Dynamic Investigation
Author:  Meyer, Andre J., Jr.; Calvert, Howard F.
Report Number:  NACA-RM-E7D09
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Evaluation of Gust and Draft Velocities from Flights of P-61C Airplanes within Thunderstorms July 24, 1946 to August 6, 1946 at Orlando, Florida
Author: Tolefson, Harold B.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7C10
Document ID (CASI): 20050028500
Publication Date: March 06, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Evaluation of Gust and Draft Velocities from Flights of P-61C Airplanes within Thunderstorms September 17, 1946 to September 18, 1946 at Orlando, Florida
Author: Tolefson, H. B.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7C28
Document ID (CASI): 20090035616
Publication Date: March 28, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): High-Speed Measurements on a Swept-Back Wing (Sweepback Angle \( \phi = 35 \) Deg)
Author: Goethert, B.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1102
Document ID (CASI): 20050019388
Publication Date: March 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Evaluation of Gust and Draft Velocities from Flights of P-61C Airplanes within Thunderstorms July 22, 1946 to July 23, 1946 at Orlando, Florida
Author: Tolefson, H. B.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7C19
Document ID (CASI): 20050019622
Publication Date: March 10, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Preliminary Evaluation of the Low-Speed Stability and Control Characteristics of the McDonnell XP-85 Airplane from Tests of an Unballasted 1/5-Scale Model in the Langley Free-Flight Tunnel
Author: Paulson, John W.; Johnson, Joseph L.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7C27
Document ID (CASI): 20050029418
Publication Date: March 19, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
Author: Liddell, Charles J., Jr.; Reynolds, Robert M.; Christofferson, Frank E.
Report Number: NACA-RM-A7C05
Document ID (CASI): 20050081862
Publication Date: March 20, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Evaluation of Gust and Draft Velocities from Flights of P-61C Airplanes within Thunderstorms August 17, 1946 to August 19, 1946 at Orlando, Florida
Author: Tolefson, H. B.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7D01
Document ID (CASI): 20050019405
Publication Date: March 24, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Simulated Altitude Performance of Combustors for the 9.5 Jet Engine
Title: Number of Part: 2
Title: Name of Part: 9.5B Combustor
Author: Bogart, Donald
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Lewis Flight Propulsion Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SE7B21
Document ID (CASI): 20090025896
Publication Date: February 21, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Scale effect and optimum relations for sea surface planning
Author: Sedov, L.
Report Number: NACA-TM-1097
Document ID (CASI): 20050240165
Publication Date: February 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Cyclic Engine Test of Cast Vitallium Turbine Buckets - I
Author: Farmer, Elmo; Darmara, F.N.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SE7B07
Document ID (CASI): 20090026351
Publication Date: February 07, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Minimum Specific Fuel Consumption of a Liquid-Cooled Multicylinder Aircraft Engine as Affected by Compression Ratio and Engine Operating Conditions
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Modified NACA 65(sub 112)-111 Airfoil with 35-Percent-Chord Slotted Flap to Determine Pitching-Moment Characteristics and Effects of Roughness
Author: Racisz, Stanley F.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7B18
Document ID (CASI): 20050029414
Publication Date: February 10, 1947

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Development of Inboard Nacelle for the XB-36 Airplane
Author: Nuber, Robert J.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L6J11
Document ID (CASI): 20050019376
Publication Date: February 11, 1947

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Knock-limited power outputs from a CFR engine using internal coolants III: four alkyl amines, three alkanolamines six amides, and eight heterocyclic compounds
Author: Imming, Harry S; Bellman, Donald R
Accession Number: 93R15042
Report Number: NACA-RM-E6L05a
Document ID (CASI): 19930085752

Author: Cleary, Joseph W.; Gray, Lyle J.
Report Number: NACA-RM-A7A29
Document ID (CASI): 20050019287
Publication Date: February 14, 1947

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Tank Tests of a 1/7-Size Dynamic Model of the Grumman XJR2F-1 Amphibian to Determine the Effect of Slotted- and Split-Type Flaps on Take-Off Stability - NACA Model 212, TED No. NACA 2378
Author: Land, Norman S.; Zeck, Howard
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7A07
Document ID (CASI): 20050019367
Publication Date: February 06, 1947

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Aerodynamic Characteristics at High Speeds of Full-Scale Propellers having Different Shank Designs
Author: Maynard, Julian D.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Title (Incl. Subtitle): Performance of the 19XB 10-Stage Axial-Flow Compressor with Altered Blade Angles
Author: Downing, Richard M.; Finger, Harold B.; Roepcke, Fay A.
Report Number: NACA-RM-E7A21
Document ID (CASI): 20090026294
Publication Date: January 21, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Wind-Tunnel Tests of a 1/4-Scale Model of the Naval Aircraft Factory Float-Wing Convoy Interceptor, TED No. NACA 2314
Author: Wells, Evalyn G.; McKinney, Elizabeth G.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L6J15
Document ID (CASI): 20050019309
Publication Date: January 16, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Theoretical Analysis and Bench Tests of a Control-Surface Booster Employing a Variable Displacement Hydraulic Pump
Author: Mathews, Charles W.; Kleckner, Harold F.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L6H30
Document ID (CASI): 20050019358
Publication Date: January 28, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Simulated Altitude Performance of Combustors for the 24C Jet Engine
Title: Number of Part: 2
Title: Name of Part: 24C-4 Combustor
Author: Bernardo, Everett; Schroeter, Thomas T.; Miller, Robert C.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SE7J06
Document ID (CASI): 20090022320
Publication Date: [1947]
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Pressured-Distribution Measurement on a Straight and on a 35 Degree Swept-Back Tapered Wing
Author: Scher, Stanley H.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SL7K21
Document ID (CASI): 20050028509
Publication Date: [1947]
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Performance of Compressor of XJ-41-V Turbojet Engine
Title: Number of Part: 3
Title: Name of Part: Compressor Static-Pressure Rise at Equivalent Compressor Speeds of 5000, 7000, 8000, and 9000 rpm
Author: Creagh, John W. R.; Ginsburg, Ambrose
Report Number: NACA-RM-E7G03a
Document ID (CASI): 20090012683
Publication Date: [1947]
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Longitudinal Characteristics of a Semispan Model of the Grumman Airplane Design 83 having a Sweptback Wing and of the Model with a Straight Wing as Determined from Wing-Flow Tests at Transonic Speeds, TED No. NACA DE337
Author: Silsby, Norman S.; Kennedy, Robert M.
Report Number: NACA-RM-SL9A19
Document ID (CASI): 20050029399
Publication Date: [1947]
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Effects of Compressibility on the Flow Past Thick Airfoil Sections
Author: Daley, Bernard N.; Humphreys, Milton D.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L6J17a
Document ID (CASI): 20050071700
Publication Date: January 30, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): An Analysis of Control Requirements and Control Parameters for Direct-Coupled Turbojet Engines
Author: Novik, David; Otto, Edward W.
Author: Zettle, Eugene V.; Cook, William P.
Report Number: NACA-RM-E6L05
Document ID (CASI): 20090022150
Publication Date: January 13, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): The High-Speed Longitudinal Stability and Control of the Bell P-39N-1 Airplane as Calculated from Propeller-Off Tests of a 0.35-Scale Model
Author: Robinson, Robert C.; Perone, Angelo
Report Number: NACA-RM-A6L27
Document ID (CASI): 20050019431
Publication Date: January 29, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Modified NACA 65(112)-111 Airfoil with 35-Percent-Chord Slotted Flap to Determine Optimum Flap Configuration at Reynolds Number of 2.4 Million
Author: Racisz, Stanley F.
Author Affil.: National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Langley Aeronautical Lab.
Report Number: NACA-RM-L7A02
Document ID (CASI): 20050019580
Publication Date: [1947]
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only

Title (Incl. Subtitle): An Analysis of the Full-Floating Journal Bearing
Author: Shaw, M.C.; Nussdorfer, T.J.
Report Number: NACA-RM-E7A28a
Document ID (CASI): 20090012110
Publication Date: January 28, 1947
Authorized Users: NASA personnel only
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